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WE ARE STRATUM RESERVOIR

We began our journey by assembling a group of market leading laboratories and equipment providers. Today, we are a unified organization focused on excellence and collaboration to deliver an unparalleled customer experience.

In 2019, Stratum Reservoir, formerly Weatherford Laboratories, became an independent and dynamic organization. Operating customer-focused laboratories and leveraging our expertise, we enable the discovery and sustainable development of energy resources through applied geosciences.

Our commitment is to deliver an exceptional experience from the field to the laboratory, and from challenges to solutions. Our worldwide laboratories offer a wide range of services including field handling, sample management, lab analyses, and interpretive and advisory solutions.

The building blocks of our current organization were assembled during the last two decades by adding and integrating a complementary group of successful businesses.

Keeping our customers at the center of all our endeavors and always upholding the highest quality standards are the cornerstones of our business.

WHEN YOU NEED SOLUTIONS...

Bring your challenges to Stratum Reservoir.

Stratum Reservoir supports energy resource investment and divestiture strategies worldwide through the analysis and interpretation of rocks and fluids. We specialize in reservoir characterization, laboratory services, and instrumentation designed to deliver scientific insights in upstream, midstream, and mining operations.

In addition to software and equipment, we offer expertise in these areas:

- **Field Services**: We accommodate our client’s requests during handling and sampling to ensure materials are preserved, shipped, and stored according to specifications.
- **Laboratory Services**: Our laboratories are equipped and expertly staffed to manage and execute your analytical programs.
- **Interpretive & Advisory Services**: We have a wealth of reference data, domain knowledge and extensive experience that guides and informs our interpretation of the various analyses we conduct.

Some of the services we offer include:
- Routine Core Analysis
- Special Core Analysis
- Geochemical Analysis & Interpretation
- Petrographic Analysis & Interpretation
- Express Lab Services